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1. Michael Ahie – Chairman’s report
.
This year PMAC refreshed its strategy and reaffirmed its 2011 vision. Using funds cost
recovered from industry, our vision remains providing New Zealand’s growers and exporters
market access which significantly contributes to their profits and provides them with market
access which is internationally second to none. I wish to acknowledge all those who
participated in the strategy refresh discussion. For PMAC members, it was important to reaffirm
the importance of maintaining and growing market access as a means to support the continued
growth and success of our sector.
Pleasingly the importance of supporting trade was also
recognised by the last government with the March 2017
release of its refreshed Trade Agenda 2030. This
document will guide Agency activity through to 2030.
Notably the Agenda aims to increase the percentage of
exports covered by FTAs to 90% (up from 53% today),
establish processes for identifying and addressing nontariff barriers, and develop new Agency thinking to assist
exporters to achieve market success. These are
laudable goals and will ensure that Agencies such as
MFAT and MPI will continue to align their activity to
progress these goals
While 40% of New Zealand’s horticultural production is consumed domestically or used as inputs
into other industries, the key story in horticulture has been export growth. A Westpac report
released late 2016 identified that total export revenues from horticulture1 reached $3.4 billion in the
year to May 2016. This equates to an increase of nearly 140% in 16 years (compared to 94% for
all New Zealand merchandise exports), or 5.6% a year. MPI’s 2016 Situation and Outlook for
Primary Industries expect Horticultural exports to grow by another 32% to return $4.49 billion by
2021.
The Westpac report attributed this success to a number of factors including freer trade in Asian
countries supported by the FTA’s New Zealand has in this area. New Zealand exporters were
among the first to realise the potential of Asia as a market for high quality fruit and produce. Our
exporters not only build trade to these countries but also developed varieties suited to these new
markets making our produce available and desirable.
The importance ASEAN places on free trade was mentioned in the opening address at April’s
APEC Business Advisory Council meeting where it was stated “History tells us that when
economies trade, they are more productive and \competitive, and enjoy more choices and higher
living standards. APEC economies bear testament. Singapore, Hong Kong, China, Chinese Taipei,

1

Here horticulture includes all vegetables, fruit, foliage and small seeds. It does not include arable seeds or wine.
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Korea, and ASEAN economies, have achieved unprecedented growth by becoming integrated into
a free and open multilateral trading system”.
This open approach to free trade is not universal. The last 12 months has seen a rise in
protectionism around the globe. The import requirements for fruit and vegetables are in a state of
change in two of our larger markets – the USA and EU. In addition, a significant number of small
changes to regulatory requirements are being made by many of our trading partners particularly in
areas of food safety, biosecurity, labelling and traceability requirements. Cumulatively these
changes cause disruption and present challenges for our exporters.
This is where the work undertaken by MPI using cost recovered funds (CRF) can make a
difference. We need the FTA’s to facilitate trade but exporters also need assistance with the
details; these details are much of the BAU funded by CRF. These include for example scanning
WTO notifications to ensure changes to regulations are recognised and communicated quickly,
maintaining robust assurance systems so that our reputation is well recognised and having New
Zealand government officials who are well connected with overseas officials so they can seek
clarity or sort out border issues quickly.
PMAC also invests in bigger projects that will create a step change in how exporters must respond
to importing country regulation. For example over the last 5 years anxiety about food safety has
increased globally and many countries are developing new food safety regulations. Where ever
possible MPI will seek to negotiate country equivalency to allow produce to bypass any additional
border testing or inspection. A PMAC project designed a survey in 2016 that is being undertaken
in 2017. This information will be used to inform equivalency discussions and to inform the design of
a food assurances framework for fruit and vegetable exports where equivalency discussions are
unsuccessful.
New Zealand is unusual because such a high percentage of our primary produce is exported
(80%). As a consequence most of our sectors operate under private standards and already have in
place robust systems that are regularly audited. This ensures New Zealand product has a
reputation for being of high quality and compliant. By comparison our nearest neighbor Australia
exports about 10% of its horticultural produce.
We are fortunate to live in a country that is both highly productive and with an array of beautiful
landscapes. I visited America for two weeks in July this year and was reminded how much our
overseas consumers see our food and beverage products as a 'safe haven'. In a world of volatility,
uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity – the so called ‘VUCA’ world - our safe and nutritious foods,
grown in a clean and beautiful environment, provide comfort to millions of consumers around the
globe.
We are very privileged to have this reputation but we must all work hard to retain this distinction.
Media attention given to our “dirty rivers” and incidents such as the water contamination in
Havelock North will quickly degrade this reputation. It is important that all producers, suppliers and
public policy setters do everything to protect this reputation. All around the world producers are
becoming more environmentally aware, utilizing sophisticated technologies and producing more
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and better food with less water, fewer chemical and energy inputs, and reduced costs. We cannot
afford to sit on our laurels.
PMAC has become an important forum for market access conversations. For areas beyond the
PMAC scope it has been agreed these will be found an owner in other agencies so they are not
forgotten.
While the PMAC strategy refresh endorsed the PMAC vision it did recognise PMAC has changed
and will continue to change. Change will be needed if PMAC is to continue delivering its vision.
Industry members have asked for greater urgency. They want to see the current projects
progressed even quicker. Industry also wants more comprehensive surveillance of access changes
and potentially inclusion of a wider range of issues and agencies at the PMAC table. The current
structure is to be left in place at the moment but both the structure and range of activities will be
open to change if it’s needed. Combined with the new emphasis in the governments trade Agenda
2030 I feel there is a good framework for supporting exporters and they can feel positive about the
future.
The PMAC strategy refresh has been a very positive process and a wonderful way to start my
Chairmanship. It has provided a good understanding of the challenges and potential. It has also set
PMAC up to face future challenges. No matter what areas CRF are used for the Council will ensure
the funds are invested wisely so outputs are optimised and project’s progressed quickly.
I would like to thank MPI and MFAT for all the good work they have put into supporting market
access over the last year. I would also like to thank PMAC members, industry and agency alike,
who work well as a team to agree the best use of funds.
I look forward to another successful and productive year for PMAC activities in 2018.
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2. Agency activity and use of cost recovered funds
.
2.1.

Introduction

Each year MPI undertakes a range of activities which are paid for by the funds cost recovered from
plant product exporters. Funds to support this work are collected as part of the fee charged for
phytosanitary certificates (phytocerts) provided to the Horticultural and Arable Seed sectors. These
funds are used to support activity in the Plant Exports (PE) and Market Access (MA) teams in MPI.
The PMAC council was established to allow industry to provide input into how these funds are
spent. This annual report provides an update on the activity and achievements funded by these
monies in 2016/17.

2.2.

Export levels
2

3

The 2016 Fresh Facts publication shows in the 2016 calendar year total plant products earned
$3.5 billion or 7 % of New Zealand’s total exports. Fresh fruit exports dominate these exports both
in terms of value and growth.
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Total horticultural exports in the 2016 year increased 24% or $680 million over the previous year
with the majority of that growth in fresh produce.
Horticultures top performers include
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http://www.freshfacts.co.nz/file/fresh-facts-2014.pdf all fresh facts figures cover the 2016 calendar year
Plant products for these figures include products covered by PMAC representation which do not include wine sales
or forestry but do include both fresh and frozen product.
3
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Smaller sectors with turn overs of less than $10 million exports per annum also showed very
credible growth. The best exceeding 15% (strawberries, feijoa, passionfruit, apricots, peaches,
plums, garlic, shallots and melons).
Reports indicate that this trend has continued into 2017 (if perhaps more modestly than anticipated)
despite bad climatic conditions during the growing and harvesting season impacting volumes.

2.3.

PMAC’s income and resourcing

Income
Phyto certs are provided by MPI for compliant produce to verify that the certified product fulfills the
importing countries phytosanitary requirements facilitating smooth entry to markets. The number of
phyto certs requested is based on the number of consignments that leave New Zealand and does
not indicate the value or volume of produce. Like exports total phytocerts have increased over time.
Certificates for non-food commodities however have fallen so they now represent just 18% of
phytocerts (down from 24% in 2013).

Food products include: Fresh fruit and
fresh vegetables. Except in a few
circumstances processed fruit and
vegetables are not usually accompanied by a
phytocert.
Non- food products include: Flowers and
foliage, nursery stock and seeds (arable,
flower, vegetable and tree)

Phyto cert fees charged in 2016/17 were $ 22.99 for non-food products ($26.44 incl GST) and $
35.16 for food products ($40.43 incl GST). This fee includes a 10% discount.
It is noticeable that phytocert numbers are not rising at the same rate as the value of exports with
the difference between rise in the $ value of exports and number of phytocert being most disparate
for non-food commodities.
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Expenditure
Cost recovered funds are collected with the intent that they will be used to fund work undertaken by
MPI in the year in which the funds are collected. The annual budget agreed by PMAC and MPI is
designed to ensure that this is achieved. Where funds are not spent within the year of collection
they are accounted for in a memorandum account which allows them to be carried over to the
following financial year (unlike Government Agency funds). Government rules do not allow CRF’s to
be deliberately accumulated and treasury encourages annual budgets that use all the funds
collected.
The high surplus in the PMAC memorandum account has caused concern amongst PMAC
members. The budget for 2016/17 (section 3) was designed to significantly decrease the funds in
PMAC’s memorandum account. Despite maintaining a 10% discount on the phyto cert fees for
2016/17 the $302 K deficit budgeted for in the workplan was not achieved with only a $106 K deficit
at the end of the year. On a positive note this this deficit was 2.5 times higher than the previous
year’s deficit and is continuing to move the fund balance towards zero. The year end memorandum
account balance at June 2017 sat at just under $700 K or 38% of the 2017/18 budget compared
with 47% of budget in the previous year.

The budget underspend in 2016/17 was primarily due to two budgeted projects not being started.
These projects were not being driven by PE or MA and were outside PMAC’s influence. To
minimise their effect PMAC endorsed MPI’s effort to increase spending in other areas to offset
underspends on these projects. As a consequence several areas exceeded budget – principally
market access, the food assurances project and OPI project. These are all areas of high priority for
PMAC. PMAC will continue to push for a closer alignment between the budget and annual spend.

2.4.

Where funds are spent

Comment of Budget categories
2016/17 expenditure on key work areas is shown below. Expenditure on phytosanitary activity
dominates the annual spend at 50% of the total budget but is a slightly lower percentage than last
year. Note phytosanitary areas support all exports. The work attributed to food safety affects only
exports that will be used as food.
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In 2016/17 funds moved from phytosanitary areas to higher spending on food safety and
overheads. The increasing number of food safety regulations released by trading partners is driving
this shift and is expected to continue.
Another significant change occurred in the overheads imposed by MPI have varied significantly
year by year as the implications of the MAF / NZFSA merger have been worked through. It is
hoped that once the current first principles cost recovery review is completed that overheads can
be budgeted with more certainty. ePhyto charges also fell as the last of the depreciation for the
2011 ePhyto development was paid. Unless new IT development is needed in the future this area
will only need funds for maintenance.
Comment on the BAU/ project spend
The phytosanitary and food safety can also be considered in terms of business as usual (BAU) and
projects. BAU includes the certification framework, all the work on market access and maintenance
of importing countries phytosanitary requirements.

Although a relatively small percentage of the annual spend is invested in projects it is these
projects that deal with issues of particular importance to exporters and/ or potentially create a step
change in specific areas. In most cases industry/ MPI working groups are established to guide the
development of the project to ensure that the outcomes of the project are ready for implementation/
uptake by industry. Where possible solutions leverage best practice activities already being
adopted by industry.
Projects funded in 2016/17 include:
Phytosanitary projects



ICPR Review Project
Fruit Fly Contingency Project



ICPR information business case preparation
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Certification Review Project- work on priority items

Food projects


Food Assurance projects



OPI Project



Asia MRL Project

Detailed updates on PMAC projects can be found at http://www.pmac.co.nz/access/mpis-marketaccess-projects

2.5.

Funds addressing PMAC Goals

The PMAC strategy for 2011 to 2015 identified 6 goals. These are:



Maximise sustainable and profitable market access by maintaining existing access and
exploring new opportunities (maximise).
Influence international standards to New Zealand’s advantage (influence). This goal is not
funded by CRF but is monitored because it receives input from PMAC.



Proactively manage risks and issues (risks).



Optimise New Zealand export assurance systems (optimise).



Minimise unjustified market access requirements (minimise).



Effective communication between industry and government (comms).

Activity under five of these six goals is funded by CRF. Fund spent in each area are represented in
the pie chart below. Areas that do not contribute to specific goals have been separated out.

One area that is potentially under represented
in this graph is the effort put into
communication. The funding recorded against
the communication goal only includes work
undertaken by MPI. The secretariat also
spends approximately 33% of their time on
communication about PMAC and its projects.
If this cost is included in the communication
goal the total spend on communication would
increase to $180 K making it the third highest
spend

These five goals have been mapped for 5 years
and while there is annual variation in the spend
the two that show the most consistent an upward
trend are the maximise market opportunities and
optimise our assurance system
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2.6.

Teams involved and key 2016/17 Achievements

Within MPI activity to meet the PMAC endorsed workplan is largely spread over two directorates:
the Market Access directorate within the Policy and Trade branch and the Plants, Food and the
Environment directorate within the Regulation & Assurance branch. A more detailed description of
these teams and their respective roles can be found at http://www.pmac.co.nz/MPI/MPI_teams

The Market Access directorate is led by Tim Knox. This directorate deals with phytosanitary and
food safety issues to support plant, animal and marine exports. Plant exports focused work in the
Market Access Coordination team within this Directorate is cost recovered, either from industry or
generic fees. This team is responsible for leading any response to significant trade issues,
negotiating and driving market access requests and working closely with the Plant Imports and
Exports teams to respond to sector specific issues raised by key markets.
The Regulation & Assurance Branch - Plants, Food and Environment directorate is led by
Peter Thomson. This directorate is responsible for the development and implementation of
regulatory and non-regulatory interventions for the movement of all products. Most work in the
Plant Exports team within this directorate is cost recovered. This team primarily deals with activity
that occurs in New Zealand to facilitate exports. They provide underpinning assistance to plant
product exporters by maintaining the phytosanitary certification system, updating ICPR and MRL
databases, providing technical input to develop market access requests and monitoring activity to
pre-empt issues that could cause problems for exporters. This team is responsible for both
phytosanitary and food safety issues.
These teams undertake a wide range of work. The key elements of which are listed below:

Market Specific activity
Australia







Bilateral meetings held
OPI project to help with transition to Consignment based inspection
Asparagus removed need for additional declaration for Thrips
Zantedeschia bulbs requirements agreed for access 2017/18
ephyto True electronic transfer of information established in both directions

OAP’s maintained





Apples
Summerfruit to Western Australia
Tomatoes
Truss tomatoes

Canada

Submission made on Safe Food for Canadians Regulation

China










Bilateral meetings held
New market access for avocado’s progressed
Maintained access for kiwifruit and apples once Neofabraea actinidiae, a storage
rot identified on arrival in China
Kiwiberries access discussions continue
Initial work on Blueberries market access request
Determined impact of new TBT HS code on fresh and frozen produce
Apple OAP maintained
Persimmon OAP developed first exports August 2017
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Colombia



Access being sought for Lilium spp

EU



Working group formed to assess the new EU regulations and assess potential
impacts on trade
Enabled export of kiwifruit budwood



Fruit Fly project



Work to support continued trade of fruit fly host commodities in the case of a fruit
fly incursion. Negotiations have started with Australia, Japan, Taiwan and USA to
agree the fruit fly protocol

Gulf Coop Council



Changing imported food controls monitored

India




Efforts to reopen ports of arrival to facilitate apple entry
Monitor food Import requirements

Indonesia




Bilateral meetings held
Work to renew NZ’s Food Safety ‘Country Recognition Agreement’ for horticulture.
Trade continues under the previous CRA

Israel



Achieved access for Sandersonia

Japan







Bilateral meetings held
Potato access discussions progressed
Discussion re ALCM in apple consignments progressed
Prepared for the Japanese review of sanitisers
Maintained market for asparagus access for at least one more season

OAP’s maintained





Apples
Asparagus
Bulbs
Cherries

Korea



Cherry OAP maintained

Myanmar



Industry and MPI prepared PRA information and submitted it to Myanmar for
apple, kiwifruit, strawberry, blueberry (based on historical trade). New requests
submitted for apricots, cherries, nectarines/peaches, onions and plums

Russia



Worked to change amendments to the unified quarantine phytosanitary
requirements of the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU) which will impact on access
for pipfruit, stonefruit and onions

Taiwan




Dealt with interceptions of quarantine pests in New Zealand apples
Pest risk material prepared for the horned melon new market access request

Thailand




Bilateral meetings held
Seeking Food Safety Equivalence for New Zealand produce

USA




Bilateral meetings held
Food Safety Modernisation Act Implementation – FDA Final Rules being
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Vietnam






monitored and details clarified
Persimmon market access progressed
Capsicum access progressed
Cut flower OAP maintained
Operated apple preclearance programme




New Pest Risk Analysis requirement details being clarified.
Onions access conditions to Vietnam confirmed

Generic areas of input
OAP’s

Maintained for



Codling moth sensitive markets
Potato cyst nematode

Input into
incursions

Market access impacts represented for the following incursions:





Blackgrass,
Velvet leaf,
Pea Weevil,
Myrtle rust

MRL’s





Upgraded database released
MRL information maintained (639 pesticides in 51countries)
New Zealand represented at international MRL standard setting meetings

IVA’s / MAO’s






Maintained certification framework
Undertook audits
Dealt with interceptions and traceback
Approved MAO systems(39 existing and 1 new system)

ICPR’s





Scanned SPS notifications and other sources to update 30 ICPR’s
Review of older ICPR’s to tidy and place in new template
Assessed options for a new database

Codex

Lead kiwifruit codex standards working group and provided draft standard to the
Codex Committee
Commented on

ePhyto IPPC
development

International
meetings attended
(often multiple per
year)




Draft Codex Standard for Potatoes.
Proposed CCPR revisions to the Codex Classification of Foods and Feeds
(Vegetable and Cereals). and pepper standard




Involved in development of the ephyto hub to allow electronic exchange between
all IPPC partners
One of 10 countries involved in the trial








OECD heads of inspection Agency,
OECD seeds scheme ,
Authorization of entities to undertake phytosanitary audits
Codex and MRL meetings mentioned above
International seed testing association
IPPC Hub development
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3. PMAC Expenditure and Cost recovery account July 2016- June
2017

Budget 16/17

YTD Actuals

Variance

Total Phyto Cert Fees

$1,383,000

$1,490,324

-8%

Total Expenditure (Core)

$1,082,588

$1,307,851

-21%

$603,000

$288,550

52%

-$302,588

-$106,078

Memorandum account Jul opening balance

$802,893

$802,893

Memorandum Account Jun Closing

$500,305

$696,815

$285,000

$305,959

-7%

$150,000

$262,433

-75%

$52,000

$30,409

42%

$23,000

$30,114

-31%

$510,000

$628,915

-23%

$98,966

$95,988

3%

Stakeholder Management and Liaison

$255,000
$4,000

$308,164
$5,519

-21%
-38%

Total Food Safety Activity

$259,000

$313,682

-21%

Expenditure -PMAC projects

$603,000

$288,550

52%

Expenditure -PMAC office

$164,000

$149,851

9%

$50,622

$119,415

-136%

$1,685,588

$1,596,401

5%

-$302,588

-$106,078

65%

Total Expenditure (Projects)
Memorandum Account Nett offset

High level Budget
Expenditure-Phytosanitary
Market Access, bilateral relationships,
emerging issues and clear shipments delayed
at the border
Assurance systems
Stakeholder Management and Liaison
Management and Business Support
Total Phytosanitary Activity

Total Ecert

Expenditure -Food safety
Market Access

Expenditure Overheads

Total Expenditure

Nett
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4. PMAC Incorporated

The Plants Market Access Council Incorporated (PMAC Inc.) was established in 2002 as a legal entity to
act as the peak body for the development and implementation of the strategy for New Zealand’s market
access and export assurance programs for all plants and plant products. For more information on
membership classes and detail of the individual members see http://www.pmac.co.nz/about-us/workplanbudget-membership
In 2015/16 the PMAC Inc. membership fees were


ordinary members (i.e. industry representatives) $1500 + GST p.a




Special (i.e. MPI and MFAT representatives) no fees,
Service and IVA Members (i.e. from organisations that provide a range of export services to the
horticultural and seed industries) $500 + GST p.a.

As with the CRF between 2010 and 2014 PMAC Inc.’s surplus had increased to levels that were regarded
as unnecessary (Graph 10). To reduce this surplus PMAC Inc. membership fees were reduced in 2014
and 2015 and two student summer internships were funded over the 2015/ 16 summer.
This has had the effect of reducing the year end surplus to a more acceptable level. In 2016/17 members
late charging of travel accounts and a field trip that was delayed until the beginning of the next financial
year has caused another increase in year end equity. It is expected this will be reduced as these
expenses are included in the 2017/18 accounts.
Graph 10 Income and equity at year end June 30 2017
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PMAC Inc. has agreed that future budgets will be set with the express purpose of carrying forward 60% of
the annual budget
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Plants Market Access Council Incorporated
Compilation Report
For the Year Ended 30th June 2017
Compilation Report to the Directors of Plants Market Access Council Incorporated
Scope
On the basis of information you provided we have compiled, in accordance with Service Engagement
Standard No. 2: Compilation of Financial Information, the financial statements of Plants Market Access
Council Incorporated for the period ended 30 June 2017. As described in Note 1 to the financial
statements, these financial statements are a special purpose report, for internal management and
taxation purposes only.
Responsibilities
You are solely responsible for the information contained in the financial statements and have
determined that the accounting policies used are appropriate to meet your needs and for the purpose
that the financial statements were prepared.
The financial statements were prepared exclusively for your benefit. Neither I nor any of our employees
accept any liability of any kind whatsoever, including liability by reason of negligence, to either yourself
or any other person for losses incurred as a result of placing reliance on the compiled financial
information.
No Audit or Review Engagement Undertaken
Our procedures use accounting expertise to undertake the compilation of the financial statements from
information you provided. Our procedures do not include verification or validation procedures. No audit
or review engagement has been performed and accordingly no assurance is expressed.
Departure from Reporting Framework
The accounting policies adopted are not in conformity with generally accepted accounting practice.
Accordingly the financial statements should only be relied on for the expressly stated purpose.
Disclaimer
As mentioned earlier in our report, we have compiled the financial information based on information
provided to us which has not been subject to an audit or review engagement. Accordingly, neither we,
nor any of our employees accept any responsibility for the reliability, accuracy or completeness of the
compiled financial information nor do we accept any liability of any kind whatsoever, including liability
by reason of negligence, to any person for losses incurred as a result of placing reliance on the
compiled financial information.

Parbhu Gallagher Parag Limited
Chartered Accountants
111 Customhouse Quay
Wellington
22 September 2017
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Plants Market Access Council Incorporated
Directory
As at 30th June 2017

Society Number

9089582

Accountants

Parbhu Gallagher Parag Limited
Level 3, CSC Building
111 Customhouse Quay
Wellington

Bankers

Westpac New Zealand Limited

Executive Council
Michael Ahie
Chairperson
Andy Warren
Vice Chairperson
Thomas Chin
Roger Gilbertson
Paul Turner
Simon Hegarty
Gisele Irvine
Richard Palmer
Catherine Richardson
Jen Scoular
Tony Ponder
Michael Ahern
Peter Thomson
Tim Knox
Lucy Power
Helen Gear
Executive Officer

Independent
NZ Flowers Growers Exporters Association
NZ Grain & Seed Trade Association
Pipfruit New Zealand
Nursery and Garden Industry New Zealand
NZ Horticulture Export Authority
Vegetable Growers
Horticulture New Zealand
Zespri International Limited
NZ Avocado Industry Council
Horticulture Exporters Council
Onions New Zealand
Ministry for Primary Industries
Ministry for Primary Industries
Ministry for Foreign Affairs and Trade

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
These financial statements have not been subject to audit or review, and should be read in conjunction with the attached
Compilation Report.
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Plants Market Access Council Incorporated
Statement of Financial Performance
For the Year ended 30th June 2017
2017
$

2016
$

REVENUE
Membership Fees
Interest Received
Total Income
Total Income

20,010
41
20,051
20,051

18,500
259
18,759
18,759

Less Expenses
Bank Charges
Executive Council Expenses
General Expenses
Internship
Interest
Legal Expenses
Annual General Meeting Expenses
Printing, Stamps & Stationery
Website Hosting & Support
Total Expenses
Net Surplus Before Depreciation

137
9,588
252
0
2,301
840
1,315
14,433
5,618

101
22,444
4,294
250
2,145
1,581
1,050
31,865
(13,106)

Less Depreciation
Depreciation as per Schedule
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) BEFORE TAX

294
5,324

564
(13,670)

Less Taxation Provision
OPERATING SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) AFTER TAX

4
5,320

27
(13,697)

$5,320

($13,697)

NET SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
These financial statements have not been subject to audit or review, and should be read in conjunction with the attached
Compilation Report.
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Plants Market Access Council Incorporated
Statement of Movements in Equity
For the Year ended 30th June 2017
2017
$
EQUITY AT START OF PERIOD
SURPLUS & REVALUATIONS
Net Surplus After Tax
Total recognised revenues & expenses
OTHER MOVEMENTS
EQUITY AT END OF PERIOD

2016
$

24,587

38,284

5,320
5,320

(13,697)
(13,697)

$29,907

$24,587

NOTE: This Statement is to be read in conjunction with the Notes to the Financial Statements, and the accompanying
Statement of Disclaimer.
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Plants Market Access Council Incorporated
Statement of Financial Position
As at 30th June 2017
2017
$

2016
$

CURRENT ASSETS
Westpac Bank - Cheque Account
Westpac Bank - Online Saver
GST Refund Due
Taxation
Total Current Assets

14,261
14,876
447
3
29,589

12,915
15,758
2,352
19
31,043

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Fixed Assets as per Schedule
TOTAL ASSETS

318
29,907

612
31,656

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable
TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS

$29,907

7,069
7,069
$24,587

Represented by;
ACCUMULATED FUNDS
Retained Earnings
TOTAL ACCUMULATED FUNDS

29,907
$29,907

24,587
$24,587

The Financial Statements have not been audited. The accompanying notes form part of these
Financial Statements and should be read in conjunction with the reports contained herein.
For and on behalf of the Board ;

Chairperson __________________________ Executive Officer ___________________________
Date

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
These financial statements have not been subject to audit or review, and should be read in conjunction with the attached
Compilation Report.
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Plants Market Access Council Incorporated
Schedule of Fixed Assets and Depreciation
For the Year ended 30th June 2017
Cost
Price

Asset
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
Website Development
Website Development
Website Development
Website Development
Website Development

TOTAL

Book
Value
01/07/2016

Additions
Disposals

Gain/Loss
on
Disposal

4
2

Capital
Profit

Accum
Deprec
30/06/2017

Book
Value
30/06/2017

2
1
0
203
88

16,505
5,389
2,695
7,373
1,822

2
1
0
219
96

---- D e p r e c i a t i o n ---Mth Rate
$

16,507
5,390
2,695
7,592
1,918

12 48.0% DV
12 48.0% DV
12 60.0% DV
12 48.0% DV
12 48.0% DV

422
184

34,102

612

294

33,784

318

34,102

612

294

33,784

318

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
These financial statements have not been subject to audit or review, and should be read in conjunction with the attached Compilation
Page
Report.
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Plants Market Access Council Incorporated
Notes to the Financial Statements
For the Year ended 30th June 2017
1. STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The financial statements presented here are for the entity Plants Market Access Council Incorporated,
an Incorporated Society registered under the Incorporated Societies Act 1908.
Plants Market Access Council Incorporated is a reporting entity under the Financial Reporting Act
1993. These Financial Statements have been prepared in accordance with the Financial Reporting Act
1993.
The accounting principles recognised as appropriate for the measurement and reporting of earnings
and financial position on an historical cost basis have been used, with the exception of certain items
for which specific accounting policies have been identified.
(a) Changes in Accounting Policies
There have been no changes in accounting policies. All policies have been applied on bases
consistent with those used in previous years.
(b) Differential Reporting
Plants Market Access Council Incorporated is a qualifying entity in that it qualifies for Differential
Reporting as it is not publicly accountable and is not defined as large for financial reporting
purposes. All available differential reporting exemptions have been applied.
(c) Fixed Assets & Depreciation
The entity has the following classes of Fixed Assets;
Website Development
48-60%

DV

All Fixed Assets is stated at cost less depreciation.
Depreciation has been calculated in accordance with rates permitted under the Income Tax Act
2007.
(d) Goods & Services Tax
These financial statements have been prepared on a GST exclusive basis, except for receivables
and payables which are stated inclusive of GST.
(e) Income Tax
Income Tax expense charged to the Statement of Financial Performance recognises the current
obligations and all amounts arising from differences between the accounting results and assessable
income for the period, calculated using the liability method.
2. AUDIT
These financial statements have not been audited.
3. CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
At balance date there are no known contingent liabilities (2016:$0). Plants Market Access Council
Incorporated has not granted any securities in respect of liabilities payable by any other party
whatsoever.
4. RELATED PARTIES
There were no related party transactions during the year under review.
5. SECURITIES AND GUARANTEES
There was no overdraft as at balance date nor was any facility arranged.

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
These financial statements have not been subject to audit or review, and should be read in conjunction with the attached
Compilation Report.
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Plants Market Access Council Incorporated
Notes to the Financial Statements
For the Year ended 30th June 2017
6. TAXATION
Interest Received
Taxation thereon at 10.5%
Resident Withholding Tax Paid
Total tax to be refunded

2017
$
(41)
4
7
(3)

2016
$
(259)
27
45
(18)

2017
$
24,587
5,320
29,907

2016
$
38,284
(13,697)
24,587

7. ACCUMULATED FUNDS
(a) Accumulated Funds
Accumulated Funds opening balance
Net Surplus after tax
Accumulated Funds closing balance

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements.
These financial statements have not been subject to audit or review, and should be read in conjunction with the attached
Compilation Report.
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Plants Market Access Council Incorporated
Financial Reports
For the Year Ended 30th June 2017
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